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Down bird 
down sky
down jet-
jet whirring

covered in birds 
I saw salt. 
I saw with eyes
of salt hard by 
the herd 
wading shallows

like the tilling moon 
rose & set
& rose 
out of long grass
to cure the sky
struck in 
vapor trails.

No nest here. 
No downy feather.
No bed.
No rest.
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Vantage & Graft

On the wall 
the sun drawing 
paths & somehow 
the middle of 
the day spans 

hours. Land & weather submerge. In the Grimms’ version of The Juniper 
Tree the first wife dies giving birth to a little son as red as blood as white 
as snow, the second wife bears a daughter. The smoke in the field divides 

the sea from 
called to the
sea, land from 

the harrowed. & when the second wife looked at her daughter she loved 
her very much but then she looked at the little boy & it pierced her heart. 

The dog barks 
& a choir of 
geese mark the 

hunting season, the turn-turn, the nape of your neck as you said lilac—
chosen in the hothouse interior of her rooms with the gesture of a well. 
She thought he would stand in her way & was always thinking about
how she could get the entire inheritance for her daughter. This discord

saturates with
the seen-
through-a-glass

with the wait-in-the doorway-until-you-recognize your name is only a 
problem under the distance of certain systems. & the Evil One filled her
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mind with this until she grew very angry with the little boy & pushed him 
from one corner to the other, constituting, reconstituting, the barn sinking 
back into aspen, leaves gone to mulch as light shines on the boy walking 

down the sidewalk
singing Marlene, 
Marlene, an attempt 

as in my eyes settle on lupine & sage, ocean & field. & she slapped him here
& cuffed him there until the poor child was always afraid. But if I am in 
& through the window & the winter storm walking through blossom-

bare lilac 
to crouch 
under the
holly tree 

departure composing the view from the dock drawn in nettle & air. & he 
could never find any peace. Inside the shelter of my body we fall, particles 

of sand & salt
among water-
vented pollen
dispersed by
image & breeze. 
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Went the valley.
Went the swallows* like

weather torn & densed
into shell, matched 
by shifts* in the text, gaps fused 

by detonation of eye 
to eye to light
lost & day lost 
& time—we whisper

this—drawn*
to the edge of its measure. Meteor. 

* Before the tale begins the character appears at the 
window in a robe stitched with peacock eyes. She 
composes a story on top of other stories. Facets shine 
off snow.

* The years spanning the end of childhood through 
adolescence, she tells the frost, were courtyard & winter 
apple.

* Sun applies pressure to the blind to the lamppost with 
its globe swanning out. Come noon, the blue tint of field 
saturate with light with the radio, pouring.
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To stay the impact we bred 
the so-sweet of leaf
rot & tincture*—tincture

pressed into word.
As such I leave behind*

remnants of typesetter’s lead, cordite, a flash
gone off laying the lamb bare
to her hiding. Birds stall in suspension

as if struck* through with wiring. 

* The years spanning the end of adolescence to the 
present, she says to the birds, were a paring knife, a drop 
of blood on snow.

* Announced by hard soles on wood floors he enters the 
room & she imagines herself running through the ice & 
the blue. 

* At the edge of the field she twists into juniper. 
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If dust folded*
to syllable—if packed

against mineral deposits, time
subsisting as a hand a
willow, a swallow ordering

uncircumscribed* burn. The bird
marks a gesture of spirit above our heads

before diving down feather 
& flesh, sinew & bone turned
all at once to stone.*

* Touching her elbow he calls her back without uttering 
a sound. 

* The future, she thinks, resting forehead to glass, is the 
relation of goldsmith to chain, cobbler to shoe, mill 
worker to millstone.

* The room fills with their breathing, seascape lashing its 
frame above the piano, paperweight swan a prism.
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Shadow: Waking in the middle of the smoldering field, guitar on my lap like 
the baby I never. & I was your Dietrich, your Gretchen, your Philomena, your 
Marlene. That night, the tree again in flame. & then the field.
                                                                                             Source: As Orrin 
W. Robinson points out in Grimm Language: Grammar, Gender, & Genuineness 
in the Fairy Tales, it has been long recognized that, despite the penchant of early 
19th-century Europe for pure national forms, the Brothers Grimm did not arrive 
at their collection by slogging through the fields, woods, & villages of German-
speaking Europe, eliciting age-old folktales from peasant farmers.
      
She becomes an attempt, eyes settled on a field.
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Shadow: Your hair smelled of smoke & ash & I have not forgotten departure 
sketched on thin paper: our son replaced with a child’s drawing of a bird, our 
house replaced by a paper square. 
                         Source: The sources used by the Brothers 
Grimm were demonstrably literary & many of their tales are not exclusively 
German. From the 1812 edition on, one way the Grimms made their 
fairy tales seem authentically German was to render them in some form 
of dialect. While in only 21 of the 211 tales do we find the body-text 
(as opposed to poems or quotes) in any kind of dialect, 10% is enough, 
perhaps, to lend vernacular weight to the Germanicity of the collection.

For the cross-hatched: a small hurt.
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Interstitial Weather Remnant:

Out to the greenhouse shears in hand to rush the orange in & what warms through 
plastic sheeting & glass. To hold this in mind while cutting rosebuds, iris.
                              A literary 
work, once it has arisen, no longer changes.
                                                                      & secret, this glimpse of fence & 
white sky infused with the sound of the peacock nesting in the horse’s stall. 
                                     Two 
mock suns rose with the sun, followed it all through the day. 
                         & it exists only when 
two agents are present: the author & the reader. The mediating link between them 
is a book, manuscript, or poem.
                      A topography of shale—clay & quartz & calcite 
slowly harden, foliated compaction & a propensity to split easily along layers.
 

What’s written cannot be unwritten & so a literary work is immutable, but the 
reader always changes. Aristotle was read by the ancient Greeks, the Arabs, & the 
Humanists, & we read him too, but all read & understand him differently.

(My mother, sang the bird, she killed me)
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Afterimages:

Every reader will have noticed that two color fields 
juxtaposed without separation will, when viewed from 
some distance, appear in the border region to flow into 
each other. But then to wake in one’s bed, to open the 
curtain, make coffee, shower, dress. As if the day could 
be ordinary after all night breathing ash.

This experience is best exemplified when viewing 
mosaic images or woven tapestries where mixture is 
obtained from isolated points or lines. I am & am not 
the woman in reeds breathing murky water. You are & 
are not the man & the stone that was starred. 

Whether this appearance of fusion is the result of the 
intervening air layer or of rays coming from different 
colors crossing each other in the eye is a matter beyond 
us. For if meaning manifests through sensation, let me 
touch the letterforms. Text become a fallen tree, the 
split place of its purpled heart. 
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Vantage & Graft

Bluing through
the river of
the book, 
feathers cover 

my eyes. One day the woman had gone upstairs to her room when her 
little daughter came up, the sound of wet leaves drawing day through 
parched grass & said mother, give me an apple. A lit moth marking its 

source on 
the map 
where the 
inevitability 
of faith 

gives over to a matchstick & the little cracked cup. Yes my child said 
the woman & gave her a beautiful apple out of the chest, air become 

land grown 
granite-heavy

& plinth. The chest had a heavy lid with a large sharp iron lock & here 
the river 
wides & 
slows, wind 
shifts through 

rue anemone on the ridge as a bleating called force pries in. Mother, said 
Marlene, is brother not to have one too? As the field washes away, hills 
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bone & the
mind bone, 

bank split apart by autumn crocus & meadow rose. This made the 
woman angry but she said yes when he comes home from school. 

Air become 
dove. When 

from the window she saw him coming home it was as though the Evil
One came over her. Take my hand. She grabbed the apple & took it
away from her daughter saying you shall not have one before your 
brother. These patterns construct my frequent thoughts where the 

river pools 
under maples
each year
leafing to
darker 
crimson &
I write
the names
of flowers
connoting the 
island burns. 
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